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Employs Patrolman To
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Men's Chambray

WORK SHIRTS
Gauge -- 15 Denier
Advertised Brand

8-oz. sanforized blue denim. Button
fly, copper rivet tacking. Sizes 29
to 38
Each

Slack style. Good quality. Reinforced heel and toe. Sizes 10 to 12.
Color white.

Sanforized blue cotton chambray.
Regular collar. 6 button front -- 2
button pockets. Sizes 141/2 to 17.\

Assorted Printed
tern-s. Fast Color.

ONE GROUP-- BOYS'
SHORT SLEEVE

SPORT SHIRTS

ONE GROUP
FINE COMBED

CHAMBRAYS
GINGHAMS
FANCY GOODS

PRISCILLA
TAINS

98c Value For Only

50 Yard

2.98
Full Size
Permanent Finish

MEN'S KHAKI UNIFORM

36 in. wide. 56 x 60 thread.
Suitable for many uses. Yard.

SHIRTS
$2.49 Value. Only
$198

BOYS'$1.00

MEN'S. DRESS SHIRTS
White with colored border
14 x 26 inch size
6 Towels For

White and Fancy
Sizes 14 to 17
$2.98 Value

$1.98

Circular Knit - Cuff Briefs.
All around elastic waistband. Assorted colors.

LO SHIRT
Bold Stripes
4 to 16 Years

Heavy gauge Vinyl. Size 27 x 90.
Each side with 9 x 27 center valance. Kwik P lea t automatic
pleating top. Colors—reuhonnet
— — Pair
and Hunter Green

88c
GIRLS' 39c

ANKLETS

Sizes Medium and Large.

In Light Pastels
/
2 Size
81/2 to 101
3 Prs.

Will give long wear.
Type 128. $2.98 Value

$2.49
SOFT SMOOTH
ANOTHER
SHIPMENT
LOOP RUGS
ASSORTED
COLORS

Pillow Cases

20 x 40. Solid colors with contrasting borders. A I so plaids and
blocks.
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JUST TO BE SURE
Greenville, S. C. — (AP) — In
order to explain a proposed project at Donaldson Air Force Base
here, 14 pries of lithographed
material, six pages of mimeographed material and a three-bytwo-foot drawing is being used.
The project:—A 75-toot flag
pole.
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Ehlers returned to baseball in
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Rowe, If the present owners—Roy and
CORNETTE'S
with RICHARD POWERS — ROY BANCROFT
Johnson City, Tenn., have spent Earl Mack, sons of the 88-year 1937. The Eastern Shore League
Incorporated
ALSO! SUPERMOUSE in "RIVAL ROMEO"
several days with her mother, old Connie Mack—are to retain was reorganized and Ehlers took
OFFICE FURNITURE
control of the franchise, Ehlers ownership of the Pocomoke City,
Mrs. Belle Lowry.
MACHINES — UPPLIES
Md., franchise.
\Keith Rogers, Camp Polk, La., must perform miracles.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
In 1939, Ehlers left Pocomoke to
Ehlers has complete charge of
is visiting his parents, Mr. and
player personnel. And whether it become general manager of ReadMrs. J. J. Rogers.
Several from here attended is generally known or not, • the ing, Pa., in the Class A Eastern
Homecoming at the Crayne Pres- Mack brothers don't know of a League. In 1940 he left to become
player deal until Ehlers announces president of the Class B Interstate
byterian church Sunday.
Funeral services for Will Mar- it. Such is their trust in the abili- League, succeeding former New
ble, who died at his home at ty of the man who helped reor- Jersey Governor Harold Hoffman.
Ehlers likes to remember his
Cadiz, will be held at the Sugar ganize 25 minor leagues—yes 25.
Grove church in Crittenden counEhlers is a brilliant man, pa- Interstate administration for two
ty Tuesday afternoon with the tient but determined. Until Con- things:
1. In five years as president,
Rev. Ray Wigginton officiating. nie Mack stepped down as active
Mr. Marble was an uncle of Mrs. boss man, Ehlers remained in there were only two protested'
Mary Boisture of Fredonia.
the background. He did this out games.
2. The fast organization of a
\M. Stella Lamb, Virgil Lamb of respect to the grandest man
franchise at York, Pa., saved the.
and Virgil Dorroh, of Evansville, baseball ever knew.
were dinner guests of Mrs. Car- 'The Macks have placed one re- circuit from folding in 1945.
"That's nothing—You should see him reach for a bottle of Princeton rie Ordway Wednesday.
In 1946, Ehlers left the league
striction on Ehlers. He may nevCreamery's Homogenized Vitamin D Milk!"
The First Presbyterian and er sell a first line player for to become promotional director of
Cumberland Presbyterian church- cash. They want players in •re- the National Association of Proes united for two weeks Daily turn. Ehlers likes this arrange- fessional Baseball Clubs. It was
his job to travel the country and
Vacation Bible School to be held ment.
in the Cumiberland church, startHis deals this spring have in- reorganize leagues which had
Hopkinsville Street
ing Monday, June 4. School will volved five Philadelphia players./ folded during the war. Directly
Gone are L o u Brissie, Charlie or indirectly, he helped start or
(Buisba) Harris, Sam Chapman, reorganize 25 minor leagues.
When Ehlers finished his task
Barney McCocky and Paul Lehof, getting the minors back in
ner.
In exchange, the A's received shape, Connie Mack asked him
six men from Cleveland and Chi- to organize iF farm system for the
cago. He initiated the deal that Athletics. It was a big challenge
sent Pitcher Brissie to Cleveland but Ehlers accepted.
In five years, Ehlers brought
and outfielder Lehner to Chicago
for Catcher Ray Murray, Pitcher nine farm teams under the A's
Sam Zoldak and outfielders Gus ownership. Last fall when Roy
Zernial and Dave Philley. Later, and Earl took over the A's ownEhlers dealt Chapman to the In- ership, Ehlers became general
dians for such steady reserves as manager.
Ehlers probably is reached more
Lou Klein and Allie Clark. •
Six for three. Ehlers' answer to easily by baseball people than any
"JUST FOR FUN"(Hilarious Scenes from old Mack Sennett Comedies)
the question: "Who got the best other general manager. He's a
deal?" is "What had we to lose?" champion lobby sitter when the
"CHEW CHEW BABY" (('olor Cartoon) — PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS
A's are on the road and figuresj
Ehlers always liked Brissie.
"I thought he would go great that's the best place to meet the i
guns for us," says Ehlers. "But guys you want to meet.
He has two ambitions. One is to
he wasn't throwing hard. Maybe
see his 17-year-old son, Arthur,
open each afternoon at 1:30 with Jr., now a better than average
teachers from each church. Mrs. high school .pitcher, make the
John Abnett, Religious Education- grade as a big league hurler. The
al director of the Greater Parish, other is a tough one—one more
will be in charge.
They tried to
'pennant for Connie Mack,
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Is A Tough Task

Giant 3 Hour Thrill Sho

Smith-Corona

Granstaff Brothers
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meeting every
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AL HOLINESS
W. E. Cunningham, pa
School 9:45 a.m.
Worship 11:00
People's Service
listic Service 7 p.
evening
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700 on,

Princeton Creamery

raise

a Baby Chimp
lust like "Junior:
but they made
him the Juvenile
Delinquent
of the Year!

Pearl Harbor-1941. Korea-1951. Only tea
years. But in thaetime the Bell System's capacity
to serve the Nation has literally doubled!
And the Long Distance telephone network
which ties America together has grown even more.
In 1941, there was very little coaxial cable in use.
Radio relay was still in an experimental stage. Yet
today there are 8000 miles of coaxial cable in
service—plus thousands of miles of radio relay.
And Long Distance telephone circuits have increased in ten years from about 4,800,000 miles
10 20,800,000.
is time,Re these, telephone lines are defense
Ries. Pot they are helping America rush its big
production program. It's fortunate this nation-wide
network has grOwn so big, so fast.
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services every
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News From The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams
and amoiCans of those
wko made up the populace of Princeton and
Caldwell county almost
m.
a.
9:45
at
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the
hogl
yellowed files of Tviree•• •. at 11:00 a. m. A-Week Leader of those years will be
published as a regular Leader
each
m.
p.
feature. The articles are reproduced just
at 600
as the Princeton regortera. shortly after the turn of the century,
wrote them.
Worship at 7:30.
J April 14, 1931. The Taylor-Pick
Rehearsal each Wednes- miniature golf course on South prove:limits will be made at the
old stand on East Main alreet,
Jefferson street will open this which is one
p.m.
of the best ice cream
week, according to William Pick- plants in
West Kentucky.
PIIESyTERIAN
AL tilLopenifido, pastor
• • •
• • •
June 5, 1931. The distinguished
April 17, 1931. William Black- honor
of being valedictorian of
School
Jm. Sunday
burn, son of Judge A. H. Black- the Fredonia
High Schdol went to
morning Service
rn.
burn, was seriously burned Tues- Miss Kitty
Harmon, popular
Evening Worship
ni
day afternoon on both hands. member of
the class of '31. She
While
in
a
car
a
turpentine
bottle is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
NI.:S.DriLAYMid-Week Service
broke and the contents ignited, Edd Harmon
and is only 16 years
Choir Praitice
causing the painful accident.
old.
• • •
hirTHODIST
• •
April 17, 1931. Dan Price sufferJune 5, 1931. Another gas well
Pastor
a ph H. Callender,
ed
serious
injuries
on
the
when
his hand
McNeely farm near FarmSchool, 9:45 o'clock
Worship, 10:45 o'clock was caught in the cogs of a spray- ersville was reported as coming in
ing
machine
at the Shattuck or- strong on Monday of this week.
.1it Youth Fellowship,
chards west of town. The'middle Good gas wells ,are more valuafinger was so badly lacerated that ble than oil wells since the
.. ,,.g Worship, 7:30 o'clock amputation was
'necessry. Drs. W. slump in oil.
Evening Serviee, 7
.• •
L. Cash and J. M. Moore rendered surgical aid.
June 12, 1931. While the thunder and rain storm was in proBAPTIST
April 17, 1931.. 'Green Bond- gress Saturday night a big, gray
Pastor
Haller,
G M.
age", the popular new novel writ- rat ambled down Main street and
. ,in. Sunday School
ten by Miss Frances Ogilvie of took refuge up the trousers leg
Service
Morning
m.
Princeton, was reviewed at the of Jack Mitchell, who happened
tri Training Union
April 8 meeting of the Booklovers to be standing nearby. When Mr.
m Evening Worship
Club by Mrs. Reginald Rice and Mitchell attempted to extricate
of Prayer—WednesdaY, was enthusiastically
-received by the Unwelcome visitor he was bitall the mentbers and guests pres- ten on the leg. Dr. W. L. Cash
ent.
dressed Hilts
. wound to prevent
,ALI'S CATHOLIC,
complications
MON
April 28, 1931. The State HighCH Ur THE 1MMACU- w a y
Commission Wednesday
CONCEPTION, EARLawanded a contract for building
'N
a highway in Caldwell county to
third and fifth Sundays. the Sub-stat
ion Experiment farm
o'clock.
8
from the Princeton city limits, a
fourth
Sundays,
and
distance of 1.13 miles. Corum
010:00 o'clock.
Brothers of Madisonville receivo'clock.
Days, Mass at 7
ed the bid for 620,791.81.
OOD VETERAN'S HOS- •
• • •
(By Stanley Johnson)
-May 1, 1931. Mrs. A. G. HubCHAPEL
United
Nations, N. Y. — There
bard
is
leaving
Sundays,
this
week
fifth
and
for
Hot
third
Springs, Arkansas, to attend the are 503 persons here who are ima 1030 o'clock.
and fourth Sundays, National Congress of Parents and mune to American laws and
Teachers. From Hot Springs she taxes.
$1 o'clock.
will go to Kansas City where Mr.
They a r e the diplomats and
Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Elam Borntraeger is Hubbard will attend the National their wives, representing 59
and the Rev. Richard Grand Convention of Railway member countries at the U. N.,
Conductors.
who enjoy diplomatic immunity.
s .
sistan
This comes from agreements
'VIEW BAPTIST
May 8, 1931°. Miss Ellouise Mar- among governments to grant cerReed Woodall, pastor)
tin, representing Butler High tain privileges to each other's
School every Sunday School and Western Kentucky in diplomats.
-ion at 2:30.
the finals ,of the Courier-Journal
U. S. representatives abroad
--:sing every second and oratorical contest at Paris Friday have
the same rights granted
Sunday afternoons at night, won third place in the state here
to foreign diplomats.
and received a check for $50 from
Among other things, U. N. dele. ye: meeting every Satur- the Louisville paper.
gates and their families pay no
s7.30p. m.
American taxes—not even the
• • •
May 26, 1931. Mr. B. T. Daum, New York City sales tax.
E BAPTIST
They
of
Connersville, Indiana, recently can't be arrested. They travel
Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
Service, Sunday at 7:30 purchased the Princeton Cream without visas and can bring anyand Butter Company from C. W. thing they like into the country
Metcalfe and Son and is noire in without customs peeking.
y School-9:45 a. m.
charge of the plant. Many im• Worship 11 a. m.
The latest State Department
• • Union-6 p. m.
list shows that 50 of the 503 come
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
• Worship-7 p. m.
from the Soviet Union and its
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
of Prayer—Wednesday,
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 P. m. satellites-36 from Russia, eight
from Czechoslovakia, and six
FREDONIA CUMBERLAND
from Poland.
AL HOLINESS
PRESBYTERIAN
Nationalist China claims im.111.E Cunningham, pastor
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
munity for 41 including the chief
School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
of its delegation, Dr. T. F. Tsiang,
Worship 11:00 a.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. m.
whp faces a trial for bigamy if his
People's Service 8:00
Preaching each first and third
immunity is ever withdrawn by
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
U. N. recognition of the CommunPrayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
ist Chinese regime.
FREDONIA FIRS?"
Britain has 34 persons enjoying
PRESBYTERIAN
diplomatic immunity and France
.1.3 BLUFF BAPTIST
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
32. Paraguay has the fewest —
?SA McConnell, pastor
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. just two persons.
aching services every secThe United States delegation,
ant fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. CHURCH OF CHRIST
which handles the problems of the
262 West Locust Street
p
immune diplomats with AmeriLige Cook, Minister
meeting every ThursBible study Sunday, 10.00 a.m. can authorities, says it has few
eclat at 7 p. m.
Preaching and communion each difficulties except fixing traffie
school every Sunday
tickets.
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
at 10a. m.
Russia, an American spokesman
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
Union 6:30 p. m.
said, is one of the few countries
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
that has never asked for help in
MIDWAY BAPTIST
YTERIAN
that line. Jacob A. Malik and his
Priddy,
Rev.
0. G.
Pastor
I. H. Tallent, minister
subordinates just pay up.
Services every Sunday
School, 9:45 a. m.
The situation got so complicatSunday School 10:00 a. m
Worship, 11 a. m.
ed that about 18 months ago the
Preaching 11:00 a. m.
Fellowship, 6 p. m.
New York Police Department isTraining Union 6:00 p. m.
Worship, 7:30 p. m.
sued an order forbidding officers
Evening
service
p.
7:00
m.
meeting every Wednesto issue summons for cars tagged
,it 7l45 P en., followed by
"U. N." followed by a number
EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
shearsal.
under 300.
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
ON BAPTIST
Preaching each first and third
Instead the cop, when he sees
CHURCH
• Travis Terrell,
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m. one of these cars double parked
pastor)
es every second Saturday
Sunday School every Sunday at a hydrant or speeding files a
formal report with the departit 7,30 P m., and Sunday 10.00 a. m.
a rs.
Prayer meeting each Wednes- ment.
a School at 10 a.m,
If the chief inspector thinks
and day preceding first and third Suno7n30pm
fourth .Sunday at 11
the case warrants it, he forwards
BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
and
S. delegation
Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor the report to the U.
which takes the matter up with
Services every Sunday, 11:00
ALF.)—SON BAPTIST
the offender's government on a
'
4 W. B. Ladd,
a. m. and 740 p.
Pastor
diplomatic level.
4Y School, 10 a.
Sunday
every
School
Sunday
at
m.
To import liquor from home,
nag Worship, 11
10:00
a.
m.
a. to
mg Worship, 7:45 p.
Prayer service, Wednesday, the diplomat notifies the U. S.
m.
delgation haw much, and what
7:00 p. m.
wcond.Fourth Sundays)
Services each Saturday before kind, he wants. The delegation noYe? meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
tifies the State Department in
second Sunday, 2:30 p. m.
,211A
Washington which tells the TreasPENTECOSTAL
*". Opal Miller, pastor
CRESWELL BAPTIST
ury Department which then ora School 10
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
ders customs to let it out of the
a.m.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
bonded warehouse without pay—
SULP
—
Ht/R
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00 ment of duty.
Shirley DeBell,
Minister
a m.
.Y School-10:00
a. m.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:15
.14 Service
-11:00 a. m. P. rill.
If you see
!al Union-6:30
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GENERAL BAPTIST
111 Service
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the church
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Sunday,
Service
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Worship
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Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30
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WON'T
, YOU BE
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SIDE?
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p
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It's fine to have someone "on your side."
Here was Tommy,for instance. He had waked up early this
morning and had dressed all by himself. This was the first day
of Daily Vacation Bible School, and all his favorite playmates
would be there.
And then he had heard his mother say he couldn't go, that
she was too busy to stop her work and take him to the church.
He was just about to burst into tears when his sister asked if
she might walk with him to the church.
Because of his sister,Tommy was able to go, but in thousands
of other cases such as this, the story is not ending as happily.
Won't you make a definite effort to help your children, and
your neighbor's children, receive religious training? Take them
to the church, where the sure standards of Christian living are
taught. Won't you take them? Won't you be "on their side?"

THE CHURCH
FOR
ALL FOR THE ALL...
CHURCH
The Church is the
greatest

lac-tor on earth
the building of
for
It is a storehousecharacter and good
citizenship.
of spiritual
strong Church, neither
values. Without a
democracy nor
can .survive. There
are four sound civilization
.very person
reasons why
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and support the
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own sake. (2) ForChurch. They are: (1) For his
his children's
•ate of his
sake. (3) For
,ake of the community and nation. (4). For the
the
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support. Ran to go to
lady and read
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This Series of Ads is Being Published Each Week in The Princeton Leader As A Public
Service By The Following Business Establishments:
Rowland Motor Co.
Dodge-Plymouth-Sales-Service
Washington & Jefferson
DIAL 3075

Shortt Electric Company
113 Market

Dial 3053

Steger Lumber Company
"From a splinter t) a carload"
PHONE 2061-2062

Stevens Chevrolet Co.
SALES & SERVICE
Dial 3545

M & S Motor & Impl. Co.
Clyde 0. Wood
Distributor of
AETNA PRODUCTS

Dr. Lyle S. Yowell
clIIROPRACTOR
121154 E. Main — Dial 3085
PRINCETON, KY.

DIAL 3644

Wadlington Service Sta.

JOE P. WILCOX
Ill W. Main
Dial

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Serving Western Kentucky

Wm. M. Young

R. F. D. 2

Western Auto Assoc. Store

CHIROPRACTOR
Years Successful Practice
In Princeton

Allis Chalmer Farm Machinery
FREDONIA, KENTUCKY

J. 0. Breshear Lumber Co.

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 2301

Dr. C. F. Engelhardt

CADILLAC — PONTIAC
GMC — J. I. CASE
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 3163

Brown's Funeral Home
Ambulance Service Any
Hour — Anywhere
DIAL 3320

Stone Co., Inc.
3414 Cedar Bluff
PRINCETON, WY.

Princeton Motor Sales
McConnell Electric Co.
205 W. MARKET

BUICK SALES & SERVICE
Dawson Road

DIAL 2091

Mitchell Bros. Plumbing
& Heating Company

Randolph Motors
FORD SALES & SERVICE
Princeton, Ky.

Princeton, Ky.

Morgan Funeral Home
24 Hour Ambulance Service
DIAL 3495

Riley's Better Market
"Better Prices —
Better Products"
1015 WEST MAIN DIAL 216.3

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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JUNE 17
CHECK THIS LIST OF GIFT SUGGESTIONS
Arrow Dress Shirts
Arrow Sport Shirts
Arrow Handkerchiefs
Stetson Straw Hats
Champ Straw Hats
Hickok Belts
Hickok Cuff Links
Hickok Tie Pins
Hickok Billfolds
Interwoven Socks

Jantzen 1-Shirts
Jantzen Bathing Trunks
Haggar Slacks
Beau Brummell Bow Ties
Beau Brummeil Straight Ties
Wemberly Bow Ties
Wemberly Straight Ties
Jarman Shoes
Robes and Pajamas

POLE BEANS, Ky. Wonder, 2 lbs.
HEAD LETTUCE,each
NEW POTATOES, 10 lbs.
ONIONS, new Texas, pound
PEAS, early June, No. 300 can, each
HOT TAMALES, No. 300 can, each
BLACKBERRY PIE FILLER, 19 oz. jar
CRACKERS, Dixie Belle, pound box
KIM'S MILK, lg. con
LARD, pure, 50 lb. can $8.59, lb
SUGAR CURED'JOWLS, lb.
CHASE & SANBORN COFFEE, 1 lb. tin
BREAK-O-MORN COFFEE,lb
TOMATO CATSUP,Hunts, 14 oz. bottle
DOG FOOD, 3 cans
OYSTER SHELLS, 25 lb. bag
BLOCK SALT, 50 lbs.

35c
10c
31c
9c
10c
15c
23c
25c
10c
20c
23c
79c
70c
19c
25c
35c
69c

QUINN'S GROCERY
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"

63c
20" x 40- Bath
You get deep, close loops
soak up moisture like m
See the same vibrant CO
you've seen pictured it•
glossy magazines! Come
day, buy the matching esa
ble.

RA

NATIONWIDE
PILLOW TUBING

Will Open Every Day At 7 A. M.
Will Close At 8 P. M. On Saturdays
Close At6 P. M. Week Days
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BIG VALUE —PACKED- DAYS!
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Mr. and Mrs. Hillery Barnett
entertained with a picnic et their
camp on Kentucky Lake Wednesday. Their guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Conway Lacey, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Lacey, Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Cardin, Dr. and Mrs. C. 11.
Given
French - Fortner
Birthday Party
Tea Shower Is Given
Jaggers, Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Miss Anna Elizabeth French,
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Templeton For Mrs. Charles Rorer
Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
daughter of the late MT. and Mrs. entertained with a birthday parMrs. Burhl Hollowell entertain- Pitke, Mr. and iMrs. R. S. Sneed,
J. E. French, of Princeton, and ty, Monday night, June 4, in honed with a tea shower Tuesday Mrs. Lata Barnett, Mrs. C. E.
Farris Fortner, of Clarkton, Mis- or of the thirteenth birthday of
from four to six o'clock at her McGregor, Mrs. Jack Holmes and
souri, were married at 3 o'clock their son, "Tempy". A buffet sup- home
on Madisonville street in Miss Vergie Barnett
Sunday afternoon at the First per was served to about forty- honor
of MTS. Charles Rorer, KutChristian Church, with .the Rev. eight guests.
tawa, formerly Miss Joyce Cole, Leader Congratulates
George Filer, pastor of the
of Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs William Pat Bakchurch, officiating at the single Phebean Class Meets
Those present,and sending gifts er, Star Route 5, on the birth of
ring ceremony.
were Mrs. J. F. Callender, Miss a son, Randal Herbert Baker,
Baskets of white flowers, palms, With Mrs. Roy Francis
Barbara Beshears, Miss lane Stal- May 26.
The
Phebean
Sunday
School
ferns and tapers in candelabra
Mr. and. Mrs. Eldon Harold
lins, Miss Virginia Stewart, Mrs.
formed &background for the cere- Class of the White Sulphur BapMarion Young, Mrs. Nancy Os- Bustin, Route 1, Fredonia, on the
mony. Miss Margaret Gresham, tist Church held its May meeting
born. Mrs. Thomas Amos, Mrs. W. birth of a son, Robert Harold
vocalist, accompanied by Mrs. Ev- Tuesday night at the home of Mrs.
L. Davis, Mrs. Luther Cole, Mrs. Bustin, May 28.
erett Cherry, organist, sang "I Roy Franeis, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Oluf Vance
Mrs. James Riley had charge of L. D. King, Miss Joan King, Mrs.
Love Thee" and "Because". Miss
Luther Stallins, Mrs. Bill New- Wood, Route 2, Princeton, on the
Janet French, sister of the bride, the devotional, Mrs. Tom Brown,
the Bible drill, and June Keel, som, Mrs. Dana Wood, Miss Dor- birth of a son, Ralph Dougles
played the wedding marches.
Wood, May 31.
othy Wood, Mrs. Charlie Smith.
Mr. George French, brother of the Bible quiz.
Mrs. H. C. Russell, Mrs. J. W. Dr. and Mrs. N. H. Talley,
the bride, gave her in marriage. Those present included Barbara
Nashville, on the birth of a son,
She wore a white ballerina-length Cartwright, Sylvia Lane, Minnie Robertson, Mrs. Fred Stevenson,
Ross Bryant Talley, at the VanMrs.
Alton
Templeton,
Dot
Miss
Cartwright,
Mae
Bettie
J.
Faughn,
gown, fashioned along princess
derbilt hospital, June 1. Dr. Tallines, and wore elbow-length June Keel, Mildred Keel, Mrs. Riley, Mrs. A. W. Glass, Mrs.
ley is the son of Mr. and Mrs. SHE DIDN'T WANT HER PICTURE TAKEN: Jack Gorman, a
gloves. She carried a colonial Shirley DeBell, Mrs. Tom Brown, Claude Robinson, Miss Joan RobN.
H. Talley, W. Main, Princeton. local news photographer at San Francisco, Calif., tries to ward Of
inson,
Mrs.
Edwin
Jacob, Mrs.
bouquet of mixed spring flowers Mrs. James Riley, Mrs. Louaird
Mr.
a n d Mrs. James Wesley the handbag swinging arm of Evelyn H. Pancost In divorce court
Herschel
Stephens, Mrs. Albert
and wore a headband of white Barnes, Mrs. Johnson Tosh, and
Lynch,
Fredonia, on the 'birth of at San Francisco. She objected to having her likeness recorded
Henry, Miss Joan Henry, Mrs.
the hostess, Mrs. Francis.
carnations.
daughter,
a
Brenda Marie Lynch, and tangled with the photographers. Mrs. Panccst Was one of the
The class will hold its June Ted Goodaker.
Mrs. George French, the matron
women named in the complaint of Adele Cohn who is suing her
June 3.
of honor, wore a blue organdy meeting at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Hershell. Whitsett, Miss
husband for divorce. (AP Wirephoto)
dress, made similar to that of the Shirley DeBell on Tuest night, Lou Nell Russell, Mrs. Aubrey
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Williamson
Mr.. and Mrs. Herndon Greer,
bride, and a headband of pink June 26.
P'Pool, Mrs. Jim Tinsley, Mrs.
and daughter, Katherine, of Ful- South Jefferson, left Monday for
carnations.
Roscoe Small, Mrs. Nell Holloton, spent Sunday with his sister,
Weldon Fortner served his Williamson - Coleman
well, Mrs. Glenn Dalehouse, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Eldred Mrs. E. M. McCaslin and family, a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
brother as best man and the ushGertrude Lara, Miss Sara Richie,
Miss Linda Jane Williamson
Fleming, Chicago.
and son, John, North Seminary, West Main street.
ers were Bill French, brother of
Mrs. Noah T. Cole, Miss Margie
and Mr. Walter Guess Coleman
spent the weekend with Mrs. EldMrs. Joe Johnson, Hopkinsville,
the bride, and Drury Gresham.
Amoss, Mrs. Louise Jones and
Mr. and Mrs. Rurnsey Taylor
red's parents, Mr. and Mrs. EgThe ceremony was followed by were married in a quiet cere- Mrs. James Fleming.
and daughter, Nancy, spent the is visiting Mr. a n d Mrs. J. M.
gene Seaton, Paducah.
a reception in the 'basement of mony, Sunday, June 3, by the
weekend in Louisville. They Tichenor, South Jefferson.
Refreshments of sandwiches
Among the out-of-town people were in Georgetown Monday
the Christian Church. Miss Anna Rev. Floyd Loperfido.
Mrs. Briscoe Langley and her
and punch were served with Miss
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Gayle
Pettit
were
who 'attended the French-Fortner where Mr. Taylor attended a daughter,
Majors, aunt of the bride, and
Mrs. William Cummins,
Joan King and Miss Jane Stallins
only
the
attendants.
wedding Sunday were Mr. and meeting of trustees of GeorgeMies Janet French presided at the
presiding at the punch bowl.
Mrs. Monroe Majors and children, town College.
punch bowl.
-Mrs. E. B. Lindsay and Mrs.
of Boston; Mrs. Claude ArmAfter a wedding trip, Mr. and
Mr, and Mrs. George Pettit
Four Local Students
strong, Mrs. Louise Glover a n d
'Mrs. Fortner will make their Lilly Campbell spent Tuesday in
and children? Betty, George and
Graduated At Bethel
Mrs. Ellis Cook, all of Dawson
. home. in Murray, where he is a Hopkinsville.
Duke, left Wednesday for a vacaMisses Ann Humphries and Springs.
student at Murray State College. ler High and Murray State Coltion in central and eastern KenJacqueline
Shoulders of PrinceThe bride is a graduate of But- lege.
Lt. and Mrs. Fred McConnell tucky, Tennessee and Virginia.
ton, Bonnie Jean King of Fredo- and Freddie, of Atlanta, Georgia, They
plan to spend the weekend
nia, arid Rose Wood of Cobb, spent the weekend with her par- with
Mrs. Pettit's brother, Mr.
were graduated from Bethel ents, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon George
A. Akie, and family, at
Woman's College, Hopkinsville, Bright, E. Market. Mrs. Bright re- Kingsport,
Tenn.
on Monday, June 4.
turned to Princeton with them.
Mr. Walter Martin has returnMisses „Humphries. Shot‘hiers
Mr. and Mrs. W L Granstaff
and Wood are graduates of Butler are vacitiimine at - Bradenton, ed to hii home at Sunbury, Pa.,
after -a visit with his sister, Mrs.
High School; and Miss King is a Florida.
J. S. Williame,brother, K. L. Margraduate of Fredonia High
Private Guy E.!Merrick has re- tin, and families.
School. Misses Wood and Hum- turned to Aberdeen, Maryland,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Rawls, Cadphries received the secretarial after spending a 15-day furlough
science diploma, Miss Shoulders with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. iz, were Sunday visitors in the
received the home economics di- Charlie Merrick, Hopson com- home of Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Leech,
512 South Jefferson.
ploma, and Miss King received munity.
Mr. Frank Pasteur, Paducah,
the general culture diploma 'at
Mrs. Floyd Loperfido and son,
Bethel, fully accredited junior Tommy, left Tuesday for a visit spent the weekend -with his famcollege now closing its ninety- with friends in Greensburg, Ky. ily on Hopkinsville street.
Mr. and Mrs. Hillery Barnett,
sixth year of chartered history. From there she will attend
a Miss Vergie Barnett, and Mrs.
At the Dick Dalton place, located three miles north of
Dr. Powhatan W. James, who will leadership training course
at Jack Holmes are spending several
retire from the presidency in Maryville College, and
Crider. Ky., to settle the estate of Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Tommy days at their camp on Kentucky
June, presented their diplomas to will visit his grandparent
s at Lake.
Dalton. deceased.
the graduates. The speaker for Knoxville.
Mark_ Cunningham attended a
the morning was Dr. Edwin
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred spent convention
of Rotary InternationRichardson, president-e lect of hursday in Louisville and
Four- Jersey Cows, two to seven years
was al at Atlantic City, N. J., last
Bethel.
ccompanied
home by Marshall week.
old. All full flow milk. Two Shoats,
In the two years at Bethel Miss Polk Eldred, Jr., 'who is
visiting
Miss Vera Thomas, a graduate
75-lb. average. One Horse. 75-bu.
Humphries has been usher at the his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. of Butler High, class of 1951, is
Friendship
Ceremony.
Miss Hum- Dique Eldred, W. Main.
Yellow corn. 80 bales Korean Hay.
visiting relatives at Davenport,
phries is the daughter of Mr. and
Rev. Floyd Loperfido attended Iowa.
Delaval Cream Separator. Three Beds.
Mrs. R. T. Humphries.
a meeting of the New Life Ad4S, Mr. and Mrs. W. Carl Binkley,
Miss Shoulders, daughter of vance Committee held
One Antique Book Case. Stove, Tables,
at .the Chicago; Mrs. W. B. Binkley, Mrs.
OUR OWN BRAND
Mr. and Mrs. Guy T. Shoulders, YMCA in Louisville
Wednesday. B. G. Binkley, Crayne, and Mrs.
Chairs, Large Wash Kettle, Feather
has been circle chairman of the
FIRST QUALITY
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Atkins, Cen- W.
F. DeBoe, Crider, were visitors
Young Woman's Auxiliary, vice- tral City, were Sunday
Beds, Quilts, Dishes, Lots of other.
evening this week of Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
SHEETS
president of the Home Economics dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Brown, West Main.
Household and Kitchen Furniture.
"Nationwide"
Club in 1949, president of the William Brelsford, of
Morgan
RAYON CORD
Mrs. Albert Henry, Marion, 81 x 108 site
Home Economics Club in 1950, avenue.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Herschel
member of the Glee Club, and a
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Scott,
DRAW DRAPERIES
ptephens, South Jefferson, Sun- "Pence
member of the Woman's Athletic Jr., of Paducah, visited
81 x 108 size
relative's day.
Mower, Rake, Plows, Harness and
Association.
and friends in Princeton Sunday.
Mrs. Harry Johnson, South Jef- Famous for long wear, fine
Miss King, daughter of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schlunz,
Other Small Tools.
ferson, is visiting Mr. and Mrs. soft finish . . . laboratory testMrs. J. W. King, has 'been usher Ottumwa, Iowa, are
ed! Penney's sheets cover the
visiting Mrs. James Johnson and Mr. and
Mrs. nation.
at the Friendship Ceremony, sec- Schlunz' mother,
24i Tits. Long, 52" Wide
TERMS CASH: SALE RAIN OR SHINE
Mrs. Bernice Noland, all of Marion,
retary of the junior class, presi- Davis and other
Note this interesting cor d
relatives in ts"Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Talley, West
dent Of the Glee Club, member Princeton. They
weave, see the whirl of color.
will leave for Main, were in Nashville
over the
of the Music Club and the Wom- he University of
With just the pull of a cord
Wyoming where weekend to visit their son,
Dr.
an's Athletic Association.
Mr. Schlunz will enter school
you let in sunlight or shut out
for
Talley
and Mrs. Talley and to
Miss Wood is the daughter of he summer term.
glare! Hurry to Penney's. Get
welcome their new grandson.
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Wood.
a pair for every room.

Ong Babie
of Easy Task

36" Wide
Stock Up Now And

$2 in C

Say,'

$2.50 i

Only 59c yd.

$3 Ovt
NATIONWIDE
BLEACHED SHEETING
$l" Wide

HEIDENBERG
LACE PANELS
54" x 81"
54" x WI"
Charming at your windows'
Nationally famous Heidenberg
lace panels with a special nonslip weave for longer wear .. .

17" PRINTED
COTTON
TOWELING

Hurry!

Penney's famous Nationwide
quality gives you years and
years of service.

400'
80 SQUARE
UNBLEACHED MU

Only 4 Yds. $1.00
IDEAL FOR MANY USES

Smooth, firmly -woven In,
at a thrifty Penney
You'll find so many use-'
this practical fabric! But
scoop up all the yardagr
need at Penney's low pro

Hurry!

While 500 yards sheer
cottons last.
It can be yours for only
34c yd.
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ling Babies
I Easy Task

Improvements Made At
Pennyrile State Park

Cobb News

Improvements on the beat+ and
Bolb White, grandson.of Mr. and
renovation of the . bathhouse at
Mrs. Herman White, is now staPennyrile State Park, located
tioned at San Antonio,
nine miles from Dawson Springs,
Marke)
after
Force
with
Air
the
S.
U.
Taylor
David
have been completed and the
adopt a
to
the
in
for
service
volunteering
bdisie.
park is now open to the public.
Red feeling.
excited
Air Corps last Wednesday. He
DICK OBERUN
ve.
The width of the beach has
husby
made
at
was
Owensboro.
inducted
talon is
WHAS
been doubled by the improveto feel
Mr. John Atwood, HopkinsoMdedi:oe, you begin
ments, which included the placing
EWE_ SARE.CJOR
new mean ville road, spent last Saturday
For several weeks we've been
has taken on practical
of new sand on the entire area.
and
Atwoodhis
Tom
one
son,
with
little
that
wandering into foreign fields,
The bathhouse has been completefamily.
eenurtery alreadY•
when the primary intent of this
ly renovated. 11 embodies showMadisonville,
wht•
Jacob,
Edwin
Mrs.
Carson,
column is, of course, to discuss
ers, dressing rooms and a reearns Ruth
parents,
'her
with
Saturday
spent
Affair::
Public
things a whole lot closer to home.
freshment stand.
Ellen a
Mr. and Mrs. Mallory Porter.
to Adopt 1
To anyone who has been bored,
The vacation cdttages at t h eSo You Want
OwKelly,
Guy
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Street,
(22 East 38th
my apologies.
park have been renovated and. reEdMrs.
and
Mr.
and
ensboro,
wheth
furnished. These pine-paneled
c.geo, don't decide
Also, to anyone who found The
ward Martin, Hopkinsville, spent
or
housekeeping cottages are equipeeraery is to be pink'
with their aunt, Mrs. Lela Great MaaArthur-Truman debate
Sunday
hitch
a
many
re's
ped with electric refrigerator,
et The
boring----you better wake up. It
Boyd.
child
a
for
desire
range and hot water heater. Some
your
sounded like a political fight, but,
MarMrs.
and
Martin
Tom
Cpl.
away,
of the cottages have one bedroom
tam one right
tin, who have been visiting here actually, the fate of our nation
Adopt A
while others have two.
you Want To
Wed- was In the balance. However . . .
left
weeks,
six
past
the
for
should be
A large recreational lodge over
reason writing about KenOne
•Isa book which
Wash.,
Lewis,
Ft.
for
nesday
looks the 56 acre lake in the
people whcb
tucky political affairs has not
carefully by
stationed.
be
will
he
where
park. Swimming, boating and
a baby It defer/hes the
Mr. A. J. Walker remains ser- been an attractive chore these
fishing are enjoyed in the lake.
if the legitimate social
pre-prithat
is
our
weeks
past
here.
iously ill at his home
One of the most popular additions
adoption protedure,
it the
Misses Rose Wood and Margie mary campaigns in both parties
FUNERAL-IN-ADVANCE: J W. Gernhardt, 75, Burlington, Colo-,
to the park are the new "dreamion it affords both the resident, perches on the solid copper casket which was included Shoulders have returned to their are in the doldrums.
boats", with whieh guests can
and the child, and the in ceremonies when he conducted his own funeral service. Gerhomes here after attending Bethel
The Republicans had some litpaddle their way over the lake.
without
it taking a child
hardt wants to make sure he'll have the kind of service he wants Woman's College in Hopkinsville tle flurries and made some bits
Hiking and picnicking rate high
year.
past
reared
the
for
Siler
so
Eugene
were
use.
after
dies
of
But
for
the
he
(AP
future
services
news.
recorded
on the nature lovers schedule.and
)Ption agency is a Wirephoto)
a7
radtecild
rj
Watts is visiting her up his back and wouldn't be budVera
Mrs.
the camera enthusiasts will find
humans,
' in the ways of
aunt, Mrs. Jim Blanks, in Madi- ged. John Cooper refused to be
ear old Dick the park a mecca for their hobby.
Nineteen-y
;75,000:
FOR
SOX
RED
WITH
staor says. The seemingly not have some unknown grief handicap and know how to help sonville.
SIGNS
dragged into doing something he
Red Sox as A large picnic shelter is available
red tape procedure it fol- ahead of them, like a child's mind the child to full life in spite of it."
Mr. and Mrs. Randle P'Pool, didn't want to do—and for which Pedrotti signs a three-year contract with the Boston
for large groups of picnickers. '
bresily tor your protection. that never develops. If the child
Of course, an agency takes a Evansville, spent Wednesday in he didn't consider himself fitted. Tom Downey, who signed him, looks on at Los Angeles, Calif.
The park is located nine miles
bonuses.
and
salary
in
675,000
Pedrotti
gross
will
contract
The
has some handicap, like deafness good look at would-be parents, the home of his parents, Mr. and And Howsie Meade (I'm assured
south of here and can be teactsed
study
to
because
quit
time
but
Indians
takes
Cleveland
the
for
scout
agency
too. It wants to make sure the Mrs. Jack P'Pool.
that everyone knows him a lot Downey was a
by U. S. Route 62 and Ky. Route
11, to make as sure as pos- for example, it seeks adopting baby is getting a break also.
Mrs. Paul P'Pool and children, better as Howsie than as W. Cleveland failed to buy Pedrotti. (AP Wirephoto)
109will
who
parents
will
parents
accept
this
adopting
ts:
One of the hardest things for of Cadiz road, spent Monday with Howes) guaranteed a primary
Leather for -baseball gloves
Kent Miller's Elkridge set an
Marvin
Mrs.
and
Mr.
parents,
gubis
GOP
her
the
filed
understand
he
for
when
adopting parents to
There are some 1,500 species of
American record last year when comes from hides of cows. Aniernatorial nomination.
—Why the baby shortage? Tiny Davis.
Indian mals slaughtered in late May or the sea animal called brittle star..
Park's
Delaware
won
he
Eddyville,
Utley,
Francis
Mrs.
babies are so much in demand
On the Democratic side of the River Steeplechase Handicap for early November (Summer hides)
The Great Wall of China is
that there are never enough to go visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. ledger, some interesting things
2,000 miles long.
are preferred.
time.
fifth
the
going
before
around. There is less chance of a V. T. White, Sunday
have been happening. Governor
shortage as far as you are con- to Duncan's Lake on Kentucky Lawrence Wetherby, who six
cerned if you do not insist upon Lake for the summer.
months ago faced a disjointed, un
The quarterly fellowship meet- organized, bickering party, has
a new-born baby.
Church quietly and carefully gone about
A legitimate agency, says Miss ing at the Midway Baptist
attended the business of fence patching to
Carson, will ask some rather per- last Thursday night was
members such remarkably good effeet that
sonal questions of you. Your by a large number of
several today he looks like a shoo-in for
warm-hearted eagerness to have and friends, including
program of the nomination.
a child is not enough. It wants from Princeton. A
Harmonaires was
you to be mature, flexible, warm music by the
Howell Vincent, of Course, is
was served
dinner
the
after
given
undercan
ho
human beings w
serious about his candidacy, and
In Beauty With A Purpose
church.
the
of
basement
the
in
stand the needs of another human
can be counted on to Make a race
being and be able to satisfy them. What he needs desperately is to of it in some quarters of t h e
' We'll Advise You On The
Agencies like to take care of belong.
state. His difficulty right now appeople who cannot have children
The kind of family life you pears to be that he is starting so
of their own for some valid phy- lead, the steadiness of your' in- late to build an organization that
Sizes 3 to 6X
sical reason. They advise you to come (not the amount you earn) he'll never be able to get away
assistance
medical
competent
seek
Best Suited To
your ages, your health, the way in from the starting gate— let alone
first.
which you live in your home, all make a full race of it all around I
Your Home
the course.
But why the long wait for a are factors to be considered.
GOOD
The surprise, of course, is tht.
child, you will ask. •
On the other hand, the agency
PHONE 2061-2
Legitimate agencies, points -put spends considerable time finding masterful way Chink Wetherby
1
Miss Carson, follow, the laws of out as much as possible about the took near-warring elements of the
their states and. make rules re- child. This information is passed -Democratic party and has welded
specting religion and race. You oh to you. By the time you get them into not just the semblance
may have to wail until one of him you'll know his temperament, of organization, but into a really
/111117
•
rCiirtil-rilW
I
2;lw
• pig P
••
faith is available. Then hi's good and bad points. You'll solid unit. Na one doubted the
your
6
•
again, a child may be waiting for be ready to take on the job of Governor's ability—but it just
-1Sizes 8 to 16
-CAL.AD
INTERadoption aiid yet not be suited to being father and mother to him. didn't look like those factions
fRO,AtA
could possibly be united. And he
you. A dark-haired, dark-skinned
•
1
E2061-20(42
A ton of coal is needed to Pro- did it.
child in a family of redheads
paper.
Two questions are uppermost in
would stand out as different. duce a ton-of
Democratic politicians minds.
(1) Why is Howell Vincent
making the re? Anyone, of
course, enters a primary campaign to win a nomination. But
Vincent's ..chancei of defeating
Wetherby,—on the basis of known
facts at the moment—seem so reSeersucker-- Sizes 12-14-16
mote that the wise money is looking for another reason. An ulterior motive. That motive could be,
of course, to win himself a statewide reputation. and some friends
for some future effort. Mr. VinLADIES' REGULAR SHORT SLEEVE
cent still is quite a young man.
The second question—Why did
Happy Chandler go to the trouble and expense of throwing that
S..
.
Varmint Barbecue?
There are some obvious an- Prints and Chambray. Sizes 14-15,16 -- Real Buys
swers to that ope. Happy knows
that he no longer is the great
political power that he once was
in Kentucky. And his future is
obscure. When the baseball com5 YARDS 36"
missioner's job ends, Chandler
will be looking for a job.
It's just possible that Happy
realized he couldn't lick 'em—lo
he jinin them.
119ht Weight and' Smooth
. The Republican primary will
give us an interesting study in
contrasts and might just possibly
show how the GOP winds kibow
Kentucky. Jugge Siler is of the
old school, though, so • far as I've
been able to .ascertain, certainly FULL STANDARD 128 COUNT
no relictionitrY• '
Howsie Meade was a glamour
campaigner for the Congressional
election he won. He was a Whiz
Kid In Congress the term he.
EACH
72 x99-- 72x 108 or 81 x99
served. And he's an able, energetic, willing young man.
It should be an interesting
campaign.
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More of the deep sea animals
called the brittle star are found
in cold northern waters than in
tropical areas.
The National Geographic Society says cabbage was popular
many centuries before Chrhst.

FLATTIE SANDALS
White, Chartreuse, Tangerine and Gold
Ladies' Sizes 4 to 9
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Soil Testing Is
Offered Farmers
At A Small Cost
By R. A. Mabry
(County Agent)
Soil samples have been taken
for testing from each fieldfion the
farms of Porter Tayloe, Ray Tay10e, of the Qyinn community, and
Harry Quinn. This complete farm
sampling is being done in cooperation with the local Production

and Marketing Administration.
This service is available to any
farmer who is signed up with the
P. M. A. upon request. The farmer deposits 8 cents per acre of
cropland with the P. M. A. After
this • done the soil sampler
comes to the farm and takes the
samples. The samples are then
dried and brought to the soil laboratory in Princeton for testing.
Testing is done under the supervision of the county agent.
The 8 cents an acre of cropland paid by the farmer is the tocost tO the farmer. Any additional cost of sampling and testing
is paid by the P. M. A.

'BLUE

BLUE

CROSS

SHIELD

CAN YOU PAY A BIG HOSPITAL
OR DOCTORS BILL?
HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT

Blue Cross for Hospital Care
Blue Shield for Surgical Care
KENTUCKY'S BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHIELD PLANS
ANNOUNCES
FARM BUREAU GROUP ENROLLMENT IN
CALDWELL COUNTY

JUNE 1 to JULY 1
(Another Farm Bureau Service to Members)

BLUE CROSS FOJZ HOSPITAL CARE
Unlike other Hospital care plans Blue Cross places NO CASH
LIMIT en a broad range of hospital services. Blue Cross protects you and all members of your family.under 19 years of
age from unexpected hospital bills.

BLUE SHIELD FOR SURGICAL AND
OBSTRETRICAL CARE
Blue Shield is 'a plan to prepare for Surgical bills in much
the same manner that Blue Cross takes care of Hospital bills.
Blue Shield is offered only to Blue Cross members and can
only be secured during the month of June.

FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION SEE
NOBLE GRESHAM
Caldwell County Farm Bureau Insurance Agent
(office over The Farmers National Bank)

Kentucky Scientists
Get Regional Awards

1.111.1011

farm Improvements THE GARDEN
Made Near Hopson
Mi.

11114On

Two University of Kentucky
Experiment S tat io n research
workers have received regional
awards from the Texas Research
Foundation. They are Dr. W. P.
Valleau, honored for his work In
tobacco breeding, especially tobacco with a low nicotine content;
and Dr. E. M. Emmert of the Horticulture Department, named for
his experiments in plant nutri-

REGULAR MEETING

'1111

11:1111

8 O'Clock -- Lodge Room
All Brothers Plan To Attend
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y.

1101.1.110
t
Farmersanay take their ow n
samples end bring them to this
office for testing.
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
A sample should be made up of
tion.
College of Agriculture and
soil taken from at least 10 places
Karl Hoblitzelle of Renner,
Home Economics
How To Get Positive Quick Relief
on a field or part of a field that
111111111
44444110111tInlItllllllll11,16.91,16111-11.0611.11111.11.11.11111.111411010111111411•
Tex., president of the foundation,
Oliver C. Allcock
By
Stomach Trouble With The NEW
From
has been cropped or fertilized or
TIMELY TOPICS
who made the awards possible,
(Soil Conservation Service)
HARVEY STOMACH TREATMENT
is a different type of soil. An
now be said he desired to give recognishould
weather
The
Hyland Mitchell is changing the
goal amount of soil should be
safe for making extensive plant- tion for significant work in agriIt is Made up of four different medicinea. One of
taken from the top of the ground appearance of the 218 acre farm ings of beans and sweet corn, the cultural sciences.
ingredients is belladonna.
Hopson
main
the
in
operating
is
he
down about six inches deep in
summer kinds. Of the yellow
guarantee this wonderful medicine to relieve we
We
,
community:
-genereach of the 10 or mnre places and
sweet corns, Golden Cross Ban- can follow. If all the first
pain, and that acid, gassy, belchy, nervous and lacx of le;
mixed together to make,one sam- "The wet land is to be cleared, tam is the best for canning and ation eggs hatch and do well,
feeling. Compare its price with other stomach prepatnimi
ple. After the soil has air dried, drained and put into more profi- freezing, as only three pullings there could be so many beetles
Many testimonials come into. our office telling of tia
mix thoroughly and take out one- table production", Mr. Mitchell are needed ,to complete the har- in August that not even a marelief that users have obtained. Ilay (aye 4
blessed
For
them.
stop
half pint to be brought in for said.
could
gun
vest. For the summer table, the chine
Harvey Tablets have relieved 'Gall Bladde 'hook
found
round
the
Already the trees and other longek-drawn-out Ioana
testing.
make
that
a n d the beetles
Start this treatment today. Sold enly at—
Having soil tested is the only growth have been rut off of sev- Flagship are better suited. Both holes; rotenone is effective, but
of
feet
2290
and
areas
wet
eral
way to know what it needs in
make larger ears, but no rncrre the dust need not be applied on
WOOD DRUG STORE
the way of phosphate, potash and open ditches have been construct- corn. A,hill of sweet •corn should the undersides of the foliage as
Phone 2075
lime with any degree of accuracy. ed on the farm this spring. Mr. contain two stalks. Golden Cross must be done for controlling the.
Princeton,
Take samples early before you Mitchell plans to. do more drain- makes one and a fourth ears per Mexican beetle. .
buy lime and fertilizers for fall age work this summer.
stalk; the others, one ear. A doz•
MANY CONVENIENCES
use.
en ears can or freeze one pint.
M. P. Pool finished the con- Of the others, 10 ears make a pint.
Lofton Jones, inseminator f o r
of a new pond on his
As for beans, an excellent varithe local Tri-tounty Artificial struction
at Hopson this week.
ety to use now is Top Crop. Seed
Breeding Association, reports that farm
will
pond
one-fourth
The
acre
is somewhat difficult to find, but
one hundred and eight cows were
bred artificially in May. This is carry a depth of six feet of water persistence will pay. Logan is anthe
runs
before
the
water
out
other variety. Both are resistant
the largest number of first services the association has had flood spillway.
to some of the diseases that plague
Mr. Pool has worked to have beans, and both persist in the
since it started operations over
conveniences on his farm to con- hot, dry weather that makes some
two years ago.
Dairymen who are taking ad- serve time, property and for farm other varieties go out of producvantage of the artificial breeding safety. He showed me some of tion.
program are participating in one .these, such as farm gates, barn
Tomatoes are now set, and
of the best programs available for doors, livestock loading chutes spraying or dusting (in a pinch)
devices
handle
and
to
livestock
improving their herds.
should not be delayed. Prevention
Any farmer who wishes to join with safety, after helping him lo- is the • word.
the
cate
pond.
the association should call PrinceThose who 'would relish a, a
Mr. Pool is glad to show others
ton phone 2373 any day between
squash treat should try Cocozelle.
7 and 9 a. m. and talk to Lofton the conveniences he has foNn d And not to,be forgotten is Acorn
helpful on his farm.
about it.
squash for taldle use and for storPLANT ON CONTOUR
ing. It is a two-serving kind, don
a,
Ellis
Ramey
Johnston
d
Yankee shortstop Phil Rizzuto
ing away with a monotonous serJohnston,
fatherriare
his
planting
handed 14 chances—three short of
ies of squash meals as when Hubthe record—in a game with Wash- about 30 acres of row crops on bard or other large storing sorts
the
their
on
in
farms
contour
the
ington on April 29.
are used.
The first trees as we k no w Otter Pond community, th is
The cool weather has delayed
spring.
them appeared in' t h e Permian
the coming of the Mexican bean
"The rows will be practically
Age 235.000,000 years ago
beetle in some places, but this
on the contour", Elba said.
pest is surely on the way. RoteIt is recognized that some fields
none dust is the control, and
are difficult to contour. These
dusting should start when the
fields should be used for hay or
first eggs are seen, stuck on the
pasture as much as possible.
leaves' undersides. Starting conGOES TO MURRAY
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry Dan F. Amos,SCS soil scientist, trol with the first generation
(which may not always do serious
Dial 3211
begins work this week at Murray,
harm) is important for avoiding
which will be his future headthe 500-fold multiplication that
quarters.
Mr. Amos has been stationed at
service attention—that's Pontiac's
Naturally, Pontiac's captivating beauty
Princeton for several months,
famous dependability.
is the first thing that attract. you—but
where he was in training under
it's only a small part of the whole great
Maurice Humphrey, soil scientist,
Add them together—beauty. performPontiac story. Talk to any Pontiac owner
here.
ance, dependability—and you.g know
and you'll hear about months and years
WASHINGTON'S IDEA
for sure that Dollar for Dollar You ('an't
and thousands of miles of enjoyable
"NIj countrymen are too much
Beat a Pontiac.Come in andkt the facts!
driving with an absolute minimum of
used to corn blades and cor n
shucks; and have too little knowledge of the profit of grassland."
—George Washington. .

Dollar forDollar

Prescriptions A
Specialty

A Beautiful
Long-Time Investment!

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis -Chalmers
Dealer

Ky. Farm News

$2,500
PRIZES

N RV. ; /7111PFITC
SUPPLY CORPORATION

TELL US IN 50 WORDS OR LESS
WHY YOU PREFER A G-E APPLIANCE
AND WIN ONE OF THESE VALUABLE PRIZES
1st PRIZE

REFRIGERATOR

4th PRIZE

VACUUM CLEANER

2nd PRIZE

TELEVISION

5th PRIZE

ELECTRIC MIXER

3rd PRIZE

PORTABLE DISHWASHER 6th PRIZE

AUTOMATIC TOASTER

.. . AND MANY OTHER PRIZES!

I

GET DETAILS AND ENTRY BLANK
FROM YOUR G-E DEALER TODAY
CONTEST CLOSES JUNE 30, 1951
IF IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO VISIT OUR SHOWROOM,CALL US AND WE WILL DELIVER THE
BLANK TO YOU.
CHOOSE YOUR PREFERENCE FROM THE
FOLLOWING G-E APPLIANCES

Refrigerator
Home Freezer
Range
Water Heater
Automatic Washer

Wringer Washer
Electric Ironer
Clothes Dryer
Dishwasher
Television
Radio

Vacuum Cleaner
Automatic Blanket
Automatic Toaster
Electric Mixer
Waffle Iron, etc.
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" More than 40,000 forest trees
have been planted this year in
Leslie county.
During the past four years,
broiler production in Menifee
county has been increased to 20,000 birds.
Gallatin county homemakers
ordered 3,000 gladiolus bulbs this
spring, bringing the total for the
past four years to about 12,000.
The Trimble County Strawberry Growers Association made
plans to handle 25,000 crates of
berries this year.
Mrs. J. W.Singer of Scott count
ty is refinishing a dining room
suit and two small tables, after
learning the method in her homemakers club.
It is estimated that 700 farmers in Madison county have Ladino clover growing on their farms.
The Wingo Homemakers Club
in Graves county reworked a
loveseat and chair at their high
school as a citizenship Project,
then made slipcovers.
McCreary county 4-H club
inaerftrs who grew strawberries
last year gave 11,000 plants to
other club members this spring.
Ten farmers in Lawrence county pooled orders and bought a
carload of drain tile, more than
12,000 feet having been laid this
spring.
More than 200 homemakers in
Christian county have started
hooked rugs, some making the
second one.
At a two-day egg show held in
Grayson county, local business
firms contributed $100 for premiums and expenses.
Harlan county 4-H'ers displayed more than 200 pieces of woodwork they had made at their
county rally day.
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The hottest -night of the year and I slept
like a top ... thanks to our ATTIC FAN!
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Going away over the
Fourth? Before you
leave, why not check
both your home and
traveling insurance needs.
With that off your mind
you can devote your
holiday entirely to pleasure.

You'll sleep cool EVERY night this summer if you
install an attic
fan. Your dealer has one tailored to fit your
home. Have it installed
now. It's a wise investment in summer
comfort. You'll sleep better,
feel better, BE better when a night cooling
fan cools your home.
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Price Controls, Draft
Exemptions Nothing New
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The Home Methods Allies To Permit
Of Pasteurization German Gliders

Saugus, Mess.
Pric
controls said exemption of skilled
industrial workers from matter
service have three centuries of
American tradition behind them,
Professor E. Neal Hartley, of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology disclosed here.
Professor Hartley, conducting
historical research for the First
Iron Works Association, found
that a Massachusetts Bay Colony
court in 1644 ordered that skilled
workmen at the iron works be
exempted from military service
and ."watching for Indians."
Later a price-control law was
passed for bee r. The law set
"maximum prices and minimum
standards of quality for beer made
by tavern owners."
Nazareth, and to bring it from
there through the future Israel
Coastal Canal to the as yet largely uncultivated Negev Desert.
Five "satellite projects" are planned. They are: The drainage of
the Huleh swamps (North of the
Sea. of Galilee) and the subsequent irrigation of the area:Mb/
irrigation of Eastern.Galilee wit
Jordan water; The 'irrigation o
the Central Jordan Valley; The
piping of surplus water f r o
western Galilee to the Yezree
Valley south-east of Haifa; an
the laying of a double conduit t
pipe Yarkon River water (in the
Tel Aviv area) to the more ari
parts of Southern Israel.
The Huleh swamp project is
now a subject of dispute betwee
Syria and Israel and has bee
e subject of action by the Unit
ed- Nations.
To 'balance the various wate
resources, the completed dines

PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICE FOR DEAD OR
ED STOCK. WE MEET ALL COMPETITION.
operate sanitary trucks that are disinfected
daily. We guarantee good service.

MRS GABLE OFF FOR SOUTH SEAS: Mrs. Clark .Gable, who
filed suit for divorce after 17 months of marriage, steps up the
gangplank of the George Vanderbilt schooner Pioneer at Los Ange
les for a cruise to the South Seas. She is escorted by an unidentified man. Her lawyer said she has been advised by doctors to take
a lengthy rest. (AP Wirephoto)
ter scheme", the five satellite
schemes and all existing regional schemes (e.g. the Jerusalem,
Tel Aviv and Haifa water supply) are to be interconnected in
the same way as the ancient water systems of Egypt and Mesopotamia were, But large-scale water planning is new to the Holy
Land, the water resources of
which have never been systematically investigated and used —
not even in Roman times.
JOINT WATER PROJECTS
In the last 12 years most of the
regional schemes in this country
have been carried out by •Mekoroth Water Co.: a joint undertaking of the Jewish Agency
(vitally interested in the matter
because of • its responsibility for
new settlement foundations), the
Jewish National Land Fund,
(Keren Kayerneth) and the Israel

CALL MO
MARK

CUNNINGHAM, Apt

Complete

Insw enc.

Se-vice

III W. Market St.

keep Your Motor Cleaner...
Protect Your Bearings...

Trade Union Association (Histadrut). In all these cases Meltoroth has done the boring, the
drilling and the pipe laying.
Some additional search for water
has been carried out by Government geologists, both British and,
later by Israelis.
While in former years water
mainly had been bored in the
coastal plain, to be piped from
there into the more mountainous
areas, there is now a tendency
to intensify the use of the deep
water strata in the rocky mountainous parts of the country as
well. Thus, govierrnnent geolo-k
gists are at present investigating
the Wadi Araba Canyon between
the southern end of the Dead
Sea and the northern tip of the
Red Sea. Near the Gulf of Akaba
enough water to ensure the supply of a middle-sized town has
been found, and the town is now
being built.
There seems to be more water
further north to justify agriculture in an area which has been
waste and empty for thousand
of years. It is, by the way, the
historic wilderness of Zi n,
through which the children of
Israel wandered and where Moses
smote the rock to give t hem
water.
While the Israel irrigation program is being worked out in
its details, the existing regional
schemes are being extended, particularly in a southerly direction.
Modern well-boring equipment;
drilling ,machines suitable for
depths down to 1000 fetres and
machinery for the digging of
channels and the laying of pipe
is being imported, mostly from
U. S. On the other hand, a local
factory for the manufacture of
concrete pipes is expected to begin production shortly, while a
second factory will be 'built for
the shaping and insulation of
steel pipes.
DREAM COMING TRUE
With the large scale irrigation
of Israel, a Utopian dream seems
to be coming true. The construction of a Mediterranean -Jordan
Canal to win water power by the
water downflow into the Jordan
Valley below sea level—may be
realized later.

By Dr. W. L. Cash
(By Harms. Neuerbourg)
(County Health Officer)
Frankfurt, Germany
Fitt y
Statewide observance of June as thousand West German glider pilots
are going to soar again for
Dairy Month calls attention to
the first time since the war.'
the need for the pasteurization .of
An about-face in Allied policy
milk and dairy products. In recent permits revival of
sport gliding,
years pasteurization has become which has been banned as a milwidespread throughout Kentucky itary security hazard since Gerand there has been a correspond- many was occupied in 1946. Only
ing decrease of milk-born dis- last year, British authorities proeases.
hibited even model-glider conHowever, if commercially pas- tests, claiming they violated Alteurized foods are not available lied regulations against German
then people can safeguard their aeronatitics.
health and insure safe milk supIn 1951, however, the western
ply by heat treating their raw powers have .gone so far as to
milk. This is a simple and inex- discuss formation of a West Gerpensive way of killing the germs man tactical air force for Euroof milk-borne diseases which are pean defense. Model flying also
present in raw milk. Since germs is again tolerated.
of such diseases as typhoid fever,
The new West German "Aero
dysentery, and undulant fever Klub" now has a membership of
may be present, heat treatment is 17,000, and it is swiftly rising. The
very important.
total of veteran glider pilots is
Small amounts of Milk may be 50,000. Soviet-occupied East Gerheated in a double boiler or open many formally revived gliding a
saucepan to a temperature of 165 year ago, proclaiming it a mass
degrees Fahrenheit. The milk sport for Communist youths.
should be stirred constantly
Many West German gliding enwhile being heated and a dairy thusiasts were invited to the Sovthermometer should be used to iet Zone to fly there. Other West
determine t h e correct tempera- Germans entered foreign compe.
titions. But those who stayed
ture.
When the milk has reached 165 home meanwhile kept on building
degrees, it should be cooled at many kinds of models, including
once by placing it in a pan of' tiny, jet-propelled gliders.
Historically, gliding is as Gercold water. The temperature
should be brought to below 70 man as the Diesel en gine or
degrees before the milk is placed Frankfurters. A German, Otto
Lilienthal, author of "Birdflight
in the refrigerator or ice chest.
As A Basis of Aviation", was a
This is only one method of
pioneer in the field. He was killed
home pasteurization. For other
in 1896 when his "Ikaros" glider
methods of heat treating milk in
the home, consult your county
health department.
•

crashed after a flight of 400
yards.
Germans remembered his theories and revived gliding in 1920
because t he Versailles Peace
Treaty prohibited motorized flying. In the same year, a German
named Klemperer set the first
gliding record on the Weiserkuppe, a farmous soaring ground
near Kassel. Klemperer stayed
aloft two minutes and 22 seconds.
German Ernst Jachtmann still

claims today the world record
for soaring 55 hours and 52 minutes over the East Piliatian Coast
in 1943. But his record was declared invalid by the International Aeronautic Federation (FIA)
because it war) flown during the
war.
Printed music was made soon
after the invention of typography
—records showing it was used as
early as 1465.

the paint
you've been
looking for!

H. C. P'Pool Tractor

Musk, used commercially in
perfumes, is obtained from the
musk-deer, although the odor is
also emitted 'by the musk-ox,
musk-rat, musk-duck, m us kshrew, musk beetle, and the alligator of Central America.
Grover. Cleveland Alexander,
pitching for the Philadelphia
Phillies in 1915, had the lowest
Hopkinsville Rd.
Phone 3226
earned run average ever recorded
Princeton, Ky.
in the National League, 1.22.

And Implement Co.

Ferguson Tractors

Something Need Repairing ?
The

For thrifty, lasting beauty, paint with this sensational new
Wallhide Rubberized Satin FinishaAmazingly easy to apply
with brush or roller—dries odor-free to a lovely velvet-like
finish in less than an hour. The tough surface
doesn't chip or crack—and it can be cleaned
again and again.
See the rainbow color range at
CALLON

5.2

etteacci Pa9ed

of Your Telephone Directory
TELL WHO CAN DO IT,

You can pay more but you can't make a better buy
in a convertible! You get the quiet, get-going power
of a V-8 engine ... the type of engine now powering
the top models of America's tep cars. It's fuel-saving
power, too, with Ford's Automatic Mileage Maker
squeezing the last ounce of power out of every drop
of gas. And you get a ride that's the equal in comfort of
far costlier cars, with Ford's Automatic Ride Control
self-adjusting the ride to the road.

They're built
for the years ahead

but you can
take delivery today!

Catalogues of auction sales of
important book collections often
become-collectors' items in themselves. A priced catalogue of the
Jerome Kern sale, which realized
almost $2,000,000, is a prized
item for bookmen.
Dave Brain was the youngest
member of the Chicago White Sox
50 years ago when the first American League game was played.

If you want to enjoy the wide-opennees of a convertible
and still have a steel-topped car, you can't buy better
than Ford's new Victoria! It offers you your choice of S
beautiful solid colors or 5 smart two-tone combinations
(with color harmonized interiors). And for automatic
driving at its finest, it offers Fordomaiic• tbe
newest, most advanced of all automatic drives?

You can pay more but you can't buy better

Extrinol is the famous D-X "extra"— the
combination of complex chemicals that are
4,kduring the refining
added to D-X Motor Cr
ean your motor, a
process. A detergent t
corrosion inhibitor to p ect bearings, and a
sludge inhibitor. Together — as Extrinol —
these chemicals help 13-X reduce motor wear,
Change to D-X with Extrinol now. If you're
stands
not satisfied that- D-X with Extrinol
get your
up longer and lubricates better, you
money back under the terms of the D-X Trial
Bond. Ask any neighborhood D-X Dealer!
ATID-CONTININT WOOLSON CORPORATION
eas of MOTOR OILS..,
cos of CrASOUNts...
,
ieNDRF
F'• HatiOR• But only el

ROWLAND MOTOR CO.

D-X

SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET

RILEY'S D-X SERVICE STATION
WEST MAIN STREET

Expert Coming
Here Again
GEO. L. HOWE
Well-known expert, of Indianapolis will personally demonstrate
his method without charge at the
Princeton Hotel, Princeton,Thursday, June 14th from 9 AM. to 12
noon. Ask for Mr. Howe at desk.
Mr. Howe says the Howe method contracts the openings in remarkably short time on the average case, regardless of the size or
location of the rupture and no
matter how much you lift or
strain and puts you back to work
the same day as efficient as before you were ruptured.
The Howe Rupture Shield has
no leg strap: waterproof, sanitary,
practically indestructible and can
be worn while bathing Each
shield is skillfully molded and fitted to the parts under heat which
gives a perfect fit and satisfaction.
Large and difficult ruptures
following operations especially solicited.
Do not overlook this opportunity if you want gratifying results.
Mailing address P. 0. Box 5233 E.
Michigan St. Station, Indianapolis,
I, Ind.

One moment, Ford's "Country Squire" is• beautiful
eight-passenger station wagon ... the next, it's a
rugged hauler of half-ton loads. No other low-priced
station wagon offers you so much one-level
floor space or your choice of V-8 or Six engines.
And only Ford, in its field, offers you your
pick of three great tranontimiono:
Overdrive' and Fordotn•tic.•

Why wait? Come in now.
Look them over...

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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FRIDAY and SATURDAY, JUNE 8-9

"FORT APACHE"
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and MONDAY, JUNE 10-11
Don't Miss This
Mau Hit the
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Picture! Fun For

All

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
JUNE 12, 13, 14

New Rambleweave
Rugs

are causing a sensation!
DRAMA
JUNE
WITH
poOilvCN
DYNAMITI AllYSON •
RIC4R00
IN ITS
MONTALEBLAIN

Luxury Room Size Rugs and Carpeting
Closely
Woven of 100% Fine Staple Cotton
For Long
Wear.

01,,••••••••111111..1091.

FRESH FRUITS AND

Personal and Auto
JAI")

;assist .4)1641,-(Ross,
The Deep Heavy Pile Has The Luxurious
Look and
Feel of The Most Expensive Carpeting
. Cleans
Easily With Vacuum or Sweeper.

.5

FRI. SAT.,
JUNE 15-16

COMING SOON
Randolph

Scott

"CHINA SKY"
Your FAMILY THEATRE

BEDROOM FURNITURE -- LIVING ROOM
DINING ROOM -- BREAKFAST ROOM
KITCHEN CABINETS -- LAWN FURNITUR
E
In Hopkinsville It's

Avs,1166

See us today for
the money you
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best fits y o u
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'monthly
install.,
,mants that fit your
Income and you
expenses!
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We Will Be Open Until 8 P. M. Each Saturday.
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